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By improving data quality you can significantly increase your sales potential on the Amazon
Marketplace. Products, provided in a consistent format with precise and detailed information, will be
more easily discovered by customers and also influence the buying decision in a positive manner.
Please consider: Products that do not comply with Amazon guidelines might get excluded from
Amazon’s product search and thus will not be visible to customers. For further Information, please
refer to the provided information in this Styleguide. Additional information on managing your
inventory and improving sales can be found in Appendix 2 of this Styleguide and in Seller Central Help.
The basics of listing on Amazon
In summary:
 Provide as much information as possible to help customers find your product and make the
decision whether to buy it
 Use only official product data (e.g. manufacturers’ brand name, part number and EAN codes)
 Don’t modify official product data (i.e. keep spaces, special characters and capitalization as used
by the manufacturer)
 Don’t include seller/offer-specific information in the product information section including
images (e.g. price, quantity and condition)
 Don’t include subjective evaluation adjectives (e.g. “fantastic, great, beautiful”)
Remember that the product detail page and all information on it will be used by all sellers offering that
product. Don't include any information that's specific to your offers, such as price, quantity, condition –
this can be added during the offer listing process. If your offer-specific information is found on a detail
page, you will be contacted by Amazon with instructions to remove it in accordance with our product
listing guidelines.
Please do not create duplicate product detail pages. If our site is cluttered with duplicates of the same
item, it makes it hard for customers to compare offers. And the existing product detail page will almost
always get the most traffic, so you will lose out by setting up a duplicate. To avoid duplication, please
use manufacturer-issued barcodes (EAN or UPC) and part number. Creating a product detail page for a
product which already exists in the Amazon.co.uk catalogue is prohibited, and such pages will be
removed.
Please note that Amazon can’t give you any legal advice. As a seller you are solely responsible for your
offers and must ensure that all product information is correct, complete and in line with legal
requirements. If you are unsure which information needs to be displayed when listing on Amazon.co.uk
or whether your offers are in accordance with the law please seek independent legal advice. As far as
this document contains references to regulations or legal requirements, Amazon does not assume any
liability for their accuracy and completeness.
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Detail page content
A detail page is a page on the site that describes one particular product. Each ASIN1 has only one detail
page. This page displays product images, product information (such as manufacturer’s description,
product dimensions and shipping weight), product reviews, reviews from customers, links to related
products, technical specifications, and more.

Our data consistently proves that getting the content of detail pages, keywords and product
categorization right is the single most important thing you can do to ensure your product’s discoverability
and thus its success on the Amazon platform.
Detail page content helps search.
Most customers use search – either within Amazon’s own site or on external search engines such as
Google, Bing and Yahoo! – to find products.
All detail page content feeds into both Amazon’s search and external search results. Good content and
categorization are therefore crucial to customer discovery as well as decision-making.
Product descriptions and features have a direct impact on sales
Good detail page content is the key to customers’ purchase decisions.
Would you buy an item that doesn’t have an image, a description, or clearly defined features?
Customers care about product detail An Amazon usability study for Hardlines products (including
automotive products) found that when researching products online, customers place most value on
product details – particularly specifications, features, and descriptions. Next were reviews, followed by
price and then alternate images.
1

ASIN = Amazon Standard Identification Number. Each unique product listed on Amazon will be assigned an ASIN
number to uniquely identify all products in the Amazon catalogue.
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The detail page displayed above shows an ideal product presentation on www.amazon.co.uk. By
considering the following six main requirements you can easily improve your product page quality:
(1) Product images have a minimum size of 1.000 pixels (at least 72 dpi) along the shorter side, have
a clear, white background and only illustrate the offered product. They are shot from the front,
cover at least 85% of the whole image and show a real version of the product (no sketches etc.).
Every single variation requires an individual image. Images need to be provided in .jpg, .png or
.gif. For further information please consider p. 8 in this Styleguide.
(2) Appealing Product titles increase the customer’s trust in a specific product. The formula for titles
depends on the product type and whether the ASIN is a parent or a child ASINs. For information
on how to build titles according to our guidelines please consider p. 10 in this Styleguide.
(3) PartFinder information helps customers identify car parts and accessories that are compatible
with their car. By providing vehicle fitment information through the Amazon PartFinder tool you
can increase the visibility of fitment specific products in search results and ensure the listing
surfaces for Amazon customers who use the PartFinder for product search. For further
information please consider p. 15 in this Styleguide.
(4) Detailed Product descriptions help customers to get a feeling about the item’s main qualities,
its look and feel. Bullet points (see example of detail page above) are the first piece of
information that the customer sees browsing through the Amazon catalogue. Please make sure
that any relevant information is included in this section. Product descriptions (not shown in the
example above) are located at the bottom of the product detail page. If possible, try to integrate
information about the feel, fit and possible use scenarios. For further information please
consider p. 22 in this Styleguide.
(5) Product variations always need to be linked to a specific parent ASIN, so that customers can
easily browse through any available color or size without leaving the product detail page. Since
any page visit will be counted towards the main parent item, your sales potential increases by
listing the items correctly. The number of page visits is an important criterion for the search
algorithm and thus ultimately your position in the search results list. Therefore the more page
visits your main product gets the higher your product will show up in the search results. For
further information please consider p. 24 in this Styleguide.
(6) Browse nodes will help you categorize your products and describe which filters or attributes can
be used in order to find your products. With correct browse nodes, customers will easier be able
to find your offers in Amazon’s constantly growing product catalogue. For further information
please consider p. 25 in this Styleguide.
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A great detail page gets:
Better Click-Through – More customers will select your product from a group of similar items if your
product has the following:
 Titles that follow the Amazon guidelines which encourage consistency and are easy to read
 Main Product Image which clearly shows the products without any distractions
 Customer Reviews that provide corroboration for why your product does what it says it does
Better Conversion – More of the customers who visit your product’s detail page will buy your product if
you include the following
 Bullet Points which identify the important features
 Product Descriptions that provide specifications in depth
 Alternate Images that allow customers to view the product from several angles
 Customer Reviews which point out pros and possible cons of the product, giving potential
customers more information
This Styleguide will help you create an effective product offer and thus improve your sales.
For the best customer experience on www.amazon.co.uk for both, buyers and sellers, we are very serious
about the image and data quality of any listing. We kindly ask you to carefully read the following
guidelines in order to understand what our customers expect from sellers on Amazon. Neglecting the
guidelines can result in removal of product listings or even selling privileges.
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How Customers Get to Your Products
Most customers find products via search results from a search on Amazon itself or an external search
engine, and the first view they have of your product will be a display like this:

As you can see, the first factors the customer will use to differentiate your product are:






Title
Image
Price
Customer Rating
Availability, including Prime availability
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A) Listing Products on Amazon Seller Central
Depending on your IT capabilities and know-how, there are different possibilities to transfer product
information to Seller Central. The quality of the product detail page directly influences internal search
results as well as external search queries (e.g. Google, Bing or Yahoo!). In this regard, content and a
meaningful categorization are essential for a good findability of your products.
The Amazon product catalogue is based on EAN-Codes (European Article Number; also possible: UPCCode). The EAN is a 13-digit number that is provided by product manufacturers in order to clearly identify
any specific product. Listing products in the automotive category requires EAN/UPC Codes. The EAN
codes must hereby be issued by the manufacturer. Exceptions apply when no EAN code has been issued
by the manufacturer or when the seller is the brand owner of the products to be listed. If you are a brand
owner and offer products without EAN, you can register your own brand on Amazon. Registered Brands
get a GCID (Global Catalogue IDentifier), a unique code from Amazon that is valid for all global Amazon
markets.
There are two types of products to be listed via Seller Central
1. Products without variations
2. Products with variations (for example size, color etc.)
a. Parent ASIN: generic product
b. Child ASIN: specific variation of the product (which is actually sold)
There are three possible ways to list your products. Also, combinations are valid:
1. Manual listing via Seller Central
The manual listing is the so-called “quick and dirty” solution to enter your products into Seller
Central without providing any specific data feeds. It is good for listing small amounts of products
via the web interface. In Seller Central, simply click on Inventory → Add product and add as many
products as you like. Please apply the advanced view when adding your offer to an existing ASIN
in order to include as much information as possible.
2. Listing via flat files
The flat file is a specific data format (Excel file) that allows you to quickly list large amounts of
products with one single file upload. Depending on the products you want to list, you can chose
between 3 different flatfiles (Auto and Moto flatfiles).
Category
Car & Motorbike Parts and Accessories

Flat File
Flat File Car & Motorbike Parts and Accessories

Tyres and Wheels

Flat File Tyres and Wheels

Powersports Protective Wear

Flat File Powersports Protective Wear
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Simply follow this Link and download the category specific flat file for Automotive (or others if
necessary) and fill the relevant columns with your product information. The flat file also contains
detailed instructions and data definitions. Please refer to these before using the files.
3. Listing via automated interfaces
Various shop systems already have modules/plugins that are able to connect your internal data
management system with the amazon interface and upload products, inventory and prices
automatically. Please refer to your shop system operator and discuss if there is an existing
module for your shop or ask for possible extensions.
Furthermore Amazon can provide the Amazon Merchant Transport Utility (AMTU) which is a
freeware application that can easily exchange data feeds and thus synchronize product data.
AMTU runs in the background and automatically exchanges data from specific folders. AMTU can
also download order reports from Amazon. For further Information please consult AMTU User's
manual.
B) Product images
Inventory Listing Template: column names > main-image-url (for main image), other-image-url1…other-image-url8
(for up to 8 other images) /
Add a Product Tool: Images tab

Professional Images, that clearly show your product, are essential for your success on Amazon.
Product Images are one of the most important marketing instruments in e-commerce. Good image
quality and different perspectives play an essential role in the customer‘s buying decision. Low-quality
images or missing image variations usually have lower conversion rates which will also result in a bad
findability. Images are shown on the product detail page, in search results (both on Amazon and on
external search engines) and browse pages, in our automated and personalization features, and many
other places.
In order to create an ideal shopping experience, it is very important that product detail pages are visually
appealing. For this, Amazon has created specific guidelines.
Important: Product offers, that do not comply with our guidelines, will be deactivated.
Deactivated Product offers can be accessed and changed in your Seller Central Account via „Manage
Inventory → Suppressed“. There you can simply identify non-compliant offers and upload suitable
images or product information.
1. Image types
You can upload multiple images to the Amazon product catalogue. Main images for all parent ASINs
(main product that contains all colors and sizes) and child ASINs are the minimum requirement that need
to be provided. We highly recommend providing further high-resolution images in order to achieve the
best-possible customer experience and giving the customer all the relevant information he / she needs.
Images need to be provided in .jpg, .png or .gif. You can upload four different types of images:
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Parent main image: Minimum requirement. This is the main image that is seen by the customer first.
Child main image: Any child ASIN needs to have an image that shows the specific variation.
Example: Every color needs to have an individual image.
Alternative Images: These images show the product from different angles/perspective or in different
scenarios. You can upload up to eight different images per ASIN.
Swatch image: These images focus on specific fabric or color presentations. You can upload one swatch
image per child ASIN. If you do not upload a swatch image, the child main image will be displayed.

2. Image Requirements
 Main image for the parent and child ASIN (if
variations are available).
 100% white background for each main
image (RGB-Code: 255-255-255).
 The main image shows the offered/main
product only, not accessories or other items
in the box.
 The main image shows the product from the
front.
 Image ratio needs to be 3:4 (width:height)
and product needs to cover at least 85% of
the image space.
 Image shows full product.
 Color needs to be authentic.

Required
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 Images have the size 1.000 x 1.300 px. This
enables the customer to use the zoom
function.
Recommended

 Motorcycle apparel should be shot on a
photo model.
 The image should be cropped under the
model’s eyes.
 Images for child (motorcycle) apparel should
be shot on the floor (no photo model).

Not allowed

 No offer without a product image.
 Main image does not contain sketches or
illustrations.
 None of the images contains text elements,
vignettes, logos, price tags or watermarks.
 Multiple products cannot be shown on one
image (exception: product bundle offers).
 The main image does not show multiple
views of the product.
 Main image does not show packaging or
price tags.
 No erotic or nude images.

Technical specification:
 Minimum resolution 72 pixels per inch; minimum size 1000 pixel on the shortest side
 The URL (web address) must be fully-formed and valid
 There must not be any spaces or non-standard characters in the image URL

C) Titles
Inventory Listing Template: column name > item name (aka Title) / Add a product tool: Vital Info Tab > Item Name
(aka Title)

Good titles contribute to customer trust and thus increase your conversion. Good titles help customers
identify products. They are shown on the product detail page, in search results (both on Amazon and on
external search engines) and browse pages, in our automated and personalization features, and many
other places.
The title is the first piece of information that is presented to the customer. It is a big opportunity to
demonstrate your experience and professionalism as a seller. Try to keep your titles precise and
informative and always name your products according to the following guidelines.
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Please keep in mind that each product has only one single product detail page - even if more sellers offer
the same product. Therefore product titles must not contain seller or offer specific information.
Neglecting this fact can lead to product deactivation or removal of selling privileges.
1. Title Requirements
 Correct
 Correct Capitals (see exceptions under
Wrong).
















 Wrong
 Vehicle fitment information such as vehicle make,
model, vehicle type/year and engine type (see
Section D)
Use numerals (“2” instead of “two”).
 Color/sizes in Parent ASIN titles
If you are offering a product multi-pack,  Do not use ALL CAPS or end the sentence with a
always describe the amount in
period
parenthesis (e.g. (2-pack)).
Keep title short and precise but add all
 Capitals in connection words like: the, and, or, for,
critical information (80 characters
a, an, in, over, with
max.).
Include color and/or size in the child
 Do not use your company or seller name for
ASIN title.
Brand or Manufacturer information, unless your
product is private label.
Titles need to be English (except of
 Symbols in titles (e.g. “!”,”?”,”*”,”€”).
specific names).
A short, descriptive title for the product  HTML tags or special characters not on a standard
that will help customers quickly identify
keyboard (®, ©, TM or other Type 1 High ASCII
its key features.
characters).
Use the Promotion Manager tool to
 Details specific to proper listings, such as price,
include pricing messaging and NOT the
business name or “Free Shipping”. The detail
product title
page, including the title will be used by all sellers.
Include the product type specific title
 Too much information. More info makes it hard
core elements in every title as stated
for customers to scan and identify the item, and
in Section C.2.
may harm your search results.
Spell out units of common
 Subjective Search terms or descriptive adjectives
measurement (inches, feet, etc.)
(“sexy”,”nostalgic”,”trendy”,”hot”,”super”,”free
shipping”, “awesome”, “great”)

Good product titles:
Open Parts WBR7015.00 Rear Wiper Blade,280
mm (11 inches)
Philips 12972XV+S2 X-treme Vision Car Headlight
Bulb, H7 12V, 55W Halogen, 2-pack

Bad product titles:
Audi TT 1.8T Quattro (225Bhp) (Apx/ Bam
Engine)02/99-09/05 Rear Brake Discs
AR 2x H15 Bulbs CREE LED 80W Headlight DRL
Daytime Running Light White Audi A3 A5 A6 Q7
BMW VW Caddy Golf Tiguan 5N Mercedes Benz
Ford Fiesta
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 Include the product type specific title core
elements in every title as stated in Section
C.2.
 Factual description of items

 Include vehicle fitment information

 Do NOT include product type specific title
core elements (as outlined below)
 Include spelling mistakes

2. Title Core Elements for Different Product Types
Core Elements for Titles of the following Product Types:
Auto Accessories
Auto Batteries
Auto Chemicals
Auto Oils
Auto Parts
The formula for parent ASIN titles goes like:
[brand] + [part number] + [identifying description ([product name] + [product type])].
The Title format for child ASINs includes information on color and/or size of the specific variation:
[brand] + [part number] + [identifying description ([product name] + [product type])] + [color_name] +
[size_name].
* The ”identifying description” captures information on the product name (e.g. X-treme Vision) and
product type (e.g. Car Headlight Bulb, H7 12V, 55W).
Note:
1. DO NOT include Make, Model, Vehicle Type/Year, Engine Type information of fitment specific
product.
2. If your product has variations (size, color, etc.), please see the Variation Relationships Help Page
for more information.
3. If you include your company information or sale messaging in your product titles, your account
will be at risk of being suspended.
Core Elements for Titles of the following Product Types:
Tyres
Tyres Accessories
Tyres Retread
Wheel
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Tyres and Wheel Assemblies

The formula for tyres titles goes like:
[brand]+[model name]+[section width/tire aspect ratio/R rim size]+[load index]+[speed rating] + [EU wet
grip class/EU fuel efficiency class/external rolling noise] +[-tyre type-]
Example: Pirelli Pzero Nero 195/45/R14 82V C/B/68 -All Season tireThe formula for wheels (rims) goes like:
[brand]+[model name]+[color]+[rim width x rim size]+ [ET item offset]+ [hole count x pitch circle
diameter] + wheel type
Example: OZ Ultraleggera Matt Black 7x18 ET38 4x100 Alloy wheel
The formula for tyres and wheel assemblies titles goes like:
[brand]+[model name]+[section width/tire aspect ratio/R rim size]+[load index]+[speed rating] + [EU
wet grip class/EU fuel efficiency class/external rolling noise] +[-tyre type-] + [brand]+[model
name]+[color]+[rim width x rim size]+ [ET item offset]+ [hole count x pitch circle diameter] + wheel
type
Example: Pirelli Pzero Nero 195/45/R14 82V C/B/68 -All Season tire- OZ Ultraleggera Matt Black 7x14
ET38 4x100 Alloy wheel

Note:
1. DO NOT include Vehicle Make, Vehicle Model, Vehicle Type/Year, Engine Type information of
fitment specific product.
2. If your product has variations (size, color, etc.), please see the Variation Relationships Help Page
for more information.
3. If you include your company information or sale messaging in your product titles, your account
will be at risk of being suspended.

Core Elements for Titles of the following Product Types:
Motorcycle Accessories
Motorcycle Parts
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The formula for parent ASIN titles goes like:
[brand] + [part number] + [identifying description ([product name] + [product type] + [motorcycle
make(s)])].
The Title format for child ASINs includes information on color and/or size of the specific variation:
[brand] + [part number] + [identifying description ([product name] + [product type])]. + [color_name] +
[size_name].
Example: Puig ROD 0444W Windscreen for Yamaha, Kawasaki, BMW
* The ”identifying description” captures information on the product type (e.g. Windscreen) and product
name.
Note:
1. Since we do not have a PartFinder for Motorcycle yet, you can state Motorbike Make information
of max. 3 Makes in the title. (Example: Puig ROD 0444W Windscreen for Yamaha, Kawasaki,
BMW)
2. Please state detailed information on Motorbike Make, Motorbike Model, Engine Size and
Manufacturing Year in the bullet points or product description.
Example:
DAELIM 125 Roadwin (BA 4)2003DUCATI Monster 1000 i.e.(M4)2004DUCATI Hyper Monster S4(M4)2004HARLEY-DAV. Sportster 883(XL/2)19823. If your product is compatible with more than 3 Makes, please list these in the bullet points or
product description and NOT in the title.
4. Please note that according to the Amazon listing guidelines the creation of duplicate product
listings (i.e. creating a product detail page for a product already existent in the Amazon catalogue
is prohibited) is prohibited. Thus creating multiple listings of the same product due to multiple
fitments is equally prohibited.
Core Elements for Titles of the following Product Types:
Powersports Protective Wear
Powersports Riding Apparel
Powersports Riding Gloves
Powersports Riding Helmet
Powersports Riding Jacket
Powersports Riding Pants
Powersports Riding Shirt
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Powersports Riding Shoes
Powersports Riding Suit
Powersports Riding Underwear

The formula for parent ASIN titles for Motorcycle Helmets, Apparel and Shoes:
[brand] + [Model] + [identifying description ([Motorcycle Helmet/ Motorcycle Pant, Boots].
The Title format for child ASINs includes information on color and/or size of the specific variation:
[brand] + [Model] + [identifying description ([Motorcycle Helmet/ Motorcycle Pant, Boots + Color (Blue,
Orange) + Size (M, EUR 40, UK 9).
Example: YEMA YM-925 Flip Front Double Visor Motorcycle Helmet Black M

D) PartFinder Information
Inventory Listing Template: column names > vehicle_fitment_code, vehicle_fitment_standard
Add a Product Tool: More Details tab > vehicle_fitment_code, vehicle_fitment_standard

1. What is the Amazon PartFinder tool?
PartFinder is the Amazon tool which helps customers to find out which parts fit their specific vehicle. Due
to the high number of products present in our catalogue, customer finds it difficult to find a part that fits
his/her car exactly. PartFinder solves this customer problem by giving information on whether a part fits
the customer’s car or not. This will help the customer make an informed purchase decision
PartFinder shows all products that fit a customer’s car and also shows on product level (on the display
page) whether an individual product e.g. Brake Disc fits a customer’s car e.g. BMW 3 Series. The
advantage for the sellers giving the PartFinder information while listing their products, is that the ASINs
with PartFinder information gets sold more often than similar parts without PartFinder information.
Therefore we strongly encourage you to ensure your fitment-specific products are integrated into the
PartFinder tool.

2. How does the Amazon PartFinder tool work?
The Amazon PartFinder tool is visible as a stripe on the top of a page while browsing or searching for
parts. It is also placed on the top of the automotive home page for high visibility. By entering the car in
the stripe, customers can use it to check if a part fits their car or not, in addition, customers can use this
stripe to see all parts that fit their car. The step by step usage of the stripe is detailed below:
Scenario 1: When customers add a car to “Garage” to see all products that fit their car
Step 1: Add the car to the “Garage” by entering make, model, vehicle type and engine type
15
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Step 2: See all products that fit the car added

These are all the products included
in our PartFinder Tool

Step 3: Select the product type to browse products that fit the car
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Example of customer selection of
“Brakes” from page before
This is a product that has been
included in our PartFinder Tool

Moreover, for ASINS that are included in PartFinder, the stripe on the detail page will be red if the
product does not fit a customer’s car and green if it does fit.

Step 4: See details of the product that fits the car

Stripe indicating that the product
fits a customer’s car

Scenario 2: When customers check if a part fits their car
Step1: Add the car to the “Garage” by entering make, model, vehicle type and engine type
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Step 2: Use “Check fit” to see if the part fits or not

Important points to note:



For the PartFinder tool to function, it is important to have the car fitment information uploaded
into Amazon.
If there is fitment information available for the ASIN then the tool will turn green if it fits and a
red if it does not. It will redirect to show all products that fit the car in case there is no fitment
information available for that particular ASIN.
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Amazon does not allow Fitment information i.e. vehicle makes, models, vehicle types or engine
types in the title of the ASIN as this leads to customer confusion and conflicts in information with
the Amazon PartFinder Tool. Hence, if an ASIN is not included in the Amazon PartFinder tool, the
only way to communicate fitment information to customers is through bullet points or the
description section on the detail page of an ASIN. This is not ideal as customers have to read
through a very long list to identify their particular car.

**Because the PartFinder tells the customer which parts will fit their vehicle, DO NOT put
make, model, vehicle type/year or engine type information in the product titles.**

3. How can merchants integrate their selection into the Amazon PartFinder tool?
There are 3 ways in which merchants can integrate their selection into the Amazon PartFinder.
1. Merchants can integrate their selection into the Amazon PartFinder using Ktype codes provided
by the TecDoc Alliance. TecDoc Alliance is a data provider who has created an automotive
industry wide database of parts and the car models they match to.
There are a number of important points to consider when using Ktype codes from TecDoc to
integrate your parts catalogue into the Amazon PartFinder.
In order to integrate your products into the Amazon PartFinder, download the category-specific
inventory flat file for automotive parts and accessories and/or tyres and wheels.
a) Ktype codes are numeric vehicle fitment codes, each of which represents a specific vehicle
model. You will find the respective columns (vehicle_fitment_code, vehicle_fitment_standard)
in the Template tab and a definition of the data types in the Data Definition tab of the flat file
19
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for automotive products. Each car model for e.g. BMW 3 Series Convertible from 2006 to 2013
with 320 d (135) engine will be represented by a numerical code e.g. 263 (this is the Ktype) and
this is the value that the merchants have to give if their parts fit the above mentioned car.
o Vehicle_Fitment_Standard: Use this column to indicate which database the fitment
information comes from. If you are providing Ktype information, enter “TecDoc” in this
column.
o Vehicle_Fitment_Code: Use this attribute to indicate the vehicle models (i.e. the Ktype
codes) that the product fits. All the vehicle models (Ktypes) that fit a particular SKU
should be given in a single line (Ktype codes must be entered in a comma-separated
format in one line, without spaces, as shown in the table below.)
b) Alternatively, you can add the vehicle fitment information to single products in the inventory of
your Seller Central Account. You can find the respective attributes within the More Details tab
when listing or editing single SKUs.

Attribute

Definition
Values indicate which vehicle models are compatible with
vehicle_fitment_code
the product
vehicle_fitment_standard Value indicates to which data-base the
vehicle_fitment_codes provided come from

Example
34674,1134,545,73412
TecDoc

c) Provide the proper manufacturer key attribute values for the attributes brand_name and
part_number to ensure a successful integration of your parts catalogue data into the Amazon
PartFinder tool. Make sure not to change the format as set by the manufacturer of any
attribute (i.e. spaces or special characters as used by the manufacturer must be kept).
Attribute
Definition
brand_name Brand name of the product (manufacturer assigned)
part_number Manufacturer's part number for the product. For most
products, this will be identical to the model number; however,
some manufacturers distinguish part number from model
number

Example
SKF
VKPC 88828

Notes: The TecDoc Alliance may require a licensing fee for sellers to use TecDoc Ktypes. Please
contact the TecDoc Alliance for more information.

2. Merchants can integrate their selection into the Amazon PartFinder using the KBA vehicle table.
[KBA vehicle table]
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There are a number of important points to consider when using the KBA table to integrate your parts
catalogue into the Amazon PartFinder.
Refer to the Instructions tab before using the KBA vehicle table. In order to integrate your products into
the Amazon PartFinder, download the category-specific inventory flat file for automotive parts and
accessories and/or tyres and wheels.
a) KBA codes are (alpha-) numeric vehicle fitment codes, each of which represents a specific
vehicle model. KBA codes are based on the vehicle fitment standard KBA. You will find the
respective columns (vehicle_fitment_code, vehicle_fitment_standard) in the Template tab and
a definition of the data types in the Data Definition tab of the flat file for automotive products.
Each car model for e.g. BMW 3 Series Convertible from 2006 to 2013 with 320 d (135) engine
will be represented by an alpha-numerical code e.g. 001BRE and this is the value that the
merchants have to give if their parts fit the above mentioned car.
o Vehicle_Fitment_Standard: Use this column to indicate to which database the fitment
information relates to. If you are providing KBA information, enter “KBA” in this column.
o Vehicle_Fitment_Code: Use this attribute to indicate the vehicle models (i.e. the KBA codes)
that the product fits. All the vehicle models (KBA) that fit a particular SKU should be given in a
single line (KBA codes must be entered in a comma-separated format in one line, without
spaces, as shown in the table below.)
b) Alternatively, you can add the vehicle fitment information to single products in the inventory of
your Seller Central Account. You can find the respective attributes within the More Details tab
when listing or editing single SKUs.

Attribute

Definition
Values indicate which vehicles are compatible with the
vehicle_fitment_code
product
Vehicle_fitment_standard Value indicates to which data-base the
vehicle_fitment_codes provided relate to

Example
0035AFR,0005381,0055AAB
KBA

c) Provide the proper manufacturer key attribute values for the attributes brand_name and
part_number to ensure a successful integration of your parts catalogue data into the Amazon
PartFinder tool. Make sure not to change the format as set by the manufacturer of either
attribute (i.e. spaces or special characters as used by the manufacturer must be kept). In case
of any mistake in entering the wrong brand_name or part_number the risk is that the part will
not be a part of PartFinder experience for customers and hence not easily found
Attribute
brand_name

Definition
Brand name of the product (manufacturer assigned)
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part_number

Manufacturer's part number for the product. For most products, this
will be identical to the model number; however, some manufacturers
distinguish part number from model number

VKPC 88828

Notes: The KBA table is a German vehicle table capturing all cars registered in Germany. It is
therefore possible that when providing fitment information for your products for UK, France, Italy
and/or Spain using the KBA table, you will not find all the cars your products fit in the KBA table (e.g.
car models might be present in France but not in Germany).

3. Sellers can reach out to 3rd party providers that can support them in the integration of their selection
into the Amazon PartFinder. For further information on 3rd party providers please take a look at the
seller central help page on PartFinder Integration with the support of third-party Service Providers.
Please note: We currently support the PartFinder integration of parts and accessories for cars only.
The provision of fitment information for each country has to be undertaken separately at this point in
time.
E) Product description and attributes
1. Product description
The Product description (free text form, max. 2000 characters) contains general manufacturer or brand
data as well as style or handling information and thus gives any costumer deeper insight into the offered
product.

 Do’s
 Make use of the field to differentiate your
offer from others and to give the customer
in-depth insight into product attributes.

 Don’ts
 Do not leave this field blank – you will miss a
great chance to convince your customer.
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 Please describe the USPs (unique selling
propositions), including brand, material, fit,
product make or model.

 Do not quote any seller-specific data and do
not highlight any special promotions. The
description has to describe the product
only.
 Do not use the description field for any price
of shipment conditions.

 Please make sentences and do not confine
yourself to summarized bullet points

2. Product attributes (Bullet points)
Product attributes are being displayed on the product detail page next to the image and above the
description text. Bullets are small pieces of information outlining the main functions and features of the
product. A customer should be able to understand the product’s main purpose from these short
sentences in order to make his decision. The internal search on Amazon.co.uk as well as external search
engines refer to the information in the bullets. However, there’s no positive effect if you use synonyms
(such as a car, vehicle and automobile). On the contrary, this may create a negative impression to the
customer and lead to purchase termination. Instead, you should use such product-specific keywords in
the "key words”.
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3. Key words
Key words give you the opportunity to include all facets of your product and thus to increase their
findability and visibility. As the title is considered in the search algorithm and therefore contributes
directly to the search results, it is not necessary to repeat the title information in the query. Instead, you
should outline specific product shapes, materials, details or events in the query. Please note that it is not
allowed to use keywords in the title!
 Do’s
 Make use of every free field.

 Don’ts
 Do not repeat brands or elements from the
title – they’re automatically included in the
search query.
 You don’t need to use plurals – our search
engine automatically finds these.
 Do not use subjective attributes like nice,
beautiful etc.
 Do not use general terms (generic: filter vs.
specific oil filter)

 Separate different terms with commas.
 Use words that describe your product and
are not yet shown in the title.
 Outline detailed information about used
materials or patterns (e.g. alloy rims vs. steal
rims; fully sealed metal surface).
 Name product details (e.g. snow chain with
7/9/11 inches).
 Name special occasions (summer for summer
tires vs. winter for winter tires).

 Never use your seller name.
 Do not use wrong or confusing product data
– this may lead to the removal of selling
privileges.

 Make use of synonyms (hubcaps, wheel
trims, wheel covers or car, motor car,
passenger car, vehicle)

F) Product Variations for an ideal product presentation
Different colors and sizes of a specific product are called ”variations“.
To list a variation, you need to virtually create a parent product (parent ASIN) without color or size, to
which all subordinate products (child ASINs) are related to. All variations of a specific product need to be
added to the same product detail page.
The column „Relationship Type” in the automotive flat files defines whether the product is a parent or
child. Child ASINs in addition need to contain values in the column „Variation Theme” in order to clarify
whether it is a size/color variation or a pure size variation. If you offer a product that has different colors
and / or sizes, you must create a variation (child_sku), even if you only sell one color or size or a single
combination of both. Please also consider different title layouts, as described in chapter C.
Why is it necessary to link every child ASIN (variation) to a parent ASIN (generic product)?
o Customers can easily overview all available sizes and colors without leaving the page. A simple
navigation positively influences the shopping experience and the conversion.
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o

Every click on a child offer is attributed to the parent product. Those bundled clicks positively
influence your product’s findability and makes it appear more often in search queries.

Parent Item
 Virtual item that is not physically being sold.
 Does only contain generic product data.
 Does not have EAN, size or color.
 Please leave column “parent SKU” blank

Do’s
 Each Product (parent & child) has an
individual SKU.
 Automotive products only need variations if
all child items have the same recommended
retail price.

Child Item
 Physical item that is being offered.
 Varies in size and/or color.
 Every variation/child item has an individual
EAN.
 Please also fill in column “parent SKU” so
that every child ASIN is attributed to a
parent.

Don’ts
 Use the same EAN for all child items – this
will be blocked by the system
 Create an individual detail page for each
variation. This will have a negative impact on
your search rank and our customers’
experience.

Example: Creating a Size Variation (Required)

You can further use the variation wizard in seller central to create variations within your Amazon
inventory.
G) Product categorization (browse node assignment)
Browse Nodes refer to a unique categorization system and specify which department your products will
be found in. With its detailed browse structure, the automotive store offers you a great chance to
perfectly position your products.
o The Browse-structure is comparable with an overview of the departments at a department store.
Its purpose is to structure the vast product range on Amazon.
o Each department corresponds to a browse node. Please refer to the automotive Browse Tree
Guide in order to find the appropriate browse node for your product. Please read the Information
in the Instructions Tab before assigning browse nodes to your products.
o Products are found easier and therefore sell better if they are assigned to the correct and most
detailed browse node in the respective category (black number in BTG).
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Example: 2494727031 - Automotive/Car & Motorbike Care/Brake Care

Most detailed browse nodes in respective
category.

o

If you are unsure about the classification, you can simply use the Classification Assistant in Seller
Central or look for a similar existing product on Amazon.co/uk.

Important: Uploading a product without browse nodes will result in a bad shopping experience.
Customers will not be able to find your product by browsing through categories.
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H) Improve product findability and customer experience
Products that have been listed appropriately, with detailed and understandable information can be
found more easily by the customer and will therefore sell more frequently.
Besides good product titles and images, the quality of the provided product information has an essential
role in your sales success on Amazon.co.uk.
Most important elements of an ideal findability:
o Provide PartFinder information i.e. which part fits which car, in either KBA or Ktype format.
o Appropriate and detailed browse nodes.
o Detailed and appropriate product descriptions and attributes.
o Keywords improve your findability in the regular product search.
Product compliance for hazardous substances
In order to comply with EU regulations on sale of hazardous substances and mixtures, you can use the
Amazon product compliance template and add specific product information to existing product detail
pages. Please use this template to add product specific legal disclaimers or any safety warnings.

I)

Product Bundles

A bundle is a set of complementary products. All bundles must follow the Amazon Bundle Guidelines and
are subject to review for accuracy and relevance, and may be removed without notice. Limiting the
number of bundles helps customers find specific bundles more easily by preventing duplicate or nearduplicate listings.
All Automotive bundles must follow these guidelines:
1. Bundles must have its own unique identifiers (such as EAN). For example, the EAN of any
individual product in the bundle may not serve as the EAN for the bundle. You are responsible
for obtaining a new EAN for each bundle you create.
2. The manufacturer part numbers of all individual products involved in the bundle must be
stated in the product title according to the title guidelines mentioned in Section C (Example:
Febi Bilstein 8504 brake discs (2-pack) + 16055 brake pads (4-pack))
3. Bundles must contain items which are highly complementary.
4. Bundles must provide a value to the customer, as compared to the individual items.
5. Bundles cannot contain any separate warranty products or extended service plans.
Do’s (required)
Don’ts (prohibited)
 Do make sure your bundle complies with all the  Don’t use the manufacturer name of a bundle
Product Listing Policies.
component as the bundle’s brand unless that
manufacturer has created the collection of
items.
 Set the value of the brand name for the bundle as  Don’t modify the components of the bundle. If
follows:
you want to add or remove items from the
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Scenario 1: A bundle consist of various products of
the same brand. The brand name of the bundle will
then state the brand name of the individual
products + “Bundle” (see Bundle A).
Bundle A
(Castrol Bundle)

bundle, you must remove the listing and create
a new bundle listing with a unique EAN.

Product 1 (Castrol)
Product 2 (Castrol)

Scenario 2: A bundle consist of various products of
different brands. The brand name of the bundle
will then be an alphabetically ordered
concatenation of the brand names of the
individual products + “Bundle” (see Bundle B).
Bundle B
Product 1 (ATE)
(ATE & Febi Bundle)
Product 2 (Febi)
 Do list the first feature bullet as "Bundle of"
number of items and include identification of the
items in the bundle (i.e. [brand] + [part number] +
[identifying description])

 Don’t create a bundle for a multi-pack of the
same product. Use the options for displaying
items with different package quantities.
Example: A 3-pack of air fresheners is a multipack, not a bundle.

 Do state in the description that the product is a
bundle and identify the specific items included in
the bundle (with appropriate designators such as
brand, part number, model number, color, and
size).
 Do upload a main product image for the bundle
that includes all of the exact items in the bundle,
and only the items in the bundle. Images of
representative products are not permitted.
 Do create bundles considering the fitment of all
products included in the bundle, since the
customer will find the bundle compatible to
his/her single car. Thus, only insert the vehicle
fitment codes (k-types or KBA) which are valid for
all the products of the bundle.
E.g. if Product XXX is compatible with vehicle A, B,
C and Product YYY is compatible with vehicle B,
then the XXX, YYY Bundle is compatible only with
vehicle B.

 Do not create bundles whose products cannot fit
the exact same vehicle. E.g. never create a
bundle with 1 clutch compatible with vehicle A
and 2 brake pads compatible with vehicle B.

J) Brand and Manufacturer
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Brand information allows the Amazon.co.uk customer to determine the model and brand of the product
they may purchase. These fields improve the accuracy of your data listings and help customers discover
your products. Typically, Brand is the best identifier for a product, but occasionally Manufacturer is used.
We request that you fill out both fields.
What is a Brand?

What is a Manufacturer?









A unique and identifiable symbol, association,
name or trademark which serves to
differentiate competing products or services
A name used to distinguish one product from
its competitors; it can apply to a single
product, an entire Product Package Title, or
even a company
A name or symbol used to identify a seller's
goods or services, and to differentiate them
from those of competitors



A business engaged in manufacturing a
product
Someone who manufactures something

Example: Tenneco Inc. (Tenneco manufactures
Monroe branded suspension products in addition
to other brands)

Example: Monroe

K) Appendix 1: Ideal Product images in Auto & Moto
Example: Brake Discs

Good Image

Bad Image

Example: Floor Mats
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Good Image

Bad Image

L) Appendix 2: Sell on Amazon Tool-Guide
Listing you products is the first step to kick of your business on Amazon. The following guide will help
you further improve your business on Amazon by providing information on tools to gain deeper insights
into your current business situation on Amazon EU, improve your competitiveness, exploit your growth
opportunities and enhance your seller performance to secure your selling privileges.
Analyze your sales
The following link will take you to a chart to compare your sales generated in each Amazon marketplace
in Europe. Choose the date range you want and analyze your results.
Improve your catalog
Your products listed in Amazon



Stock: list of your products with high turnover and low inventory levels: Here
Quality: your products without images or with possible improvements in the detail page: Here

Not listed products: opportunities in highly searched products similar to yours: Here
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Restricted categories: learn how to request approval to sell in restricted categories: Here
Prices and competitiveness
Competitiveness: access the Pricing Dashboard here to control your main pricing metrics. Get to know
the new Automate Pricing tool that allows you to quickly update prices and set up pricing rules in each
European marketplace.






BuyBox tutorial: Here
Improve your price competitiveness: Here
You can improve your conversion rate having a good detail page of your products (complete
description, high quality images), competitive prices and using Fulfilment by Amazon. Use the
Business reports to identify products that have many visits and a high BuyBox percentage but not
many sales. These are the products with greater room for improvement.
Take advantage of the Fee discounts (here you can check Amazon fees).

Shipping costs? You can change Current Shipping Rates and Settings. Fulfilment by Amazon fees are
available here.
Marketing tools






Drive more traffic to your Amazon product listings using Sponsored Products: Here (Note: Sponsored
Products does currently not support vehicle specific products, thus by using Sponsored Products in
case of not-universal products sellers run the risk to drive traffic to a product which does not fit the
customer’s car)
Create promotions: Here.
Create Lightning Deals: Here
Enable gift-messaging and gift-wrap settings: Here.

Fulfilment by Amazon
Fulfilment by Amazon (FBA) helps you grow your business domestically and internationally. FBA gives
you access to Amazon’s world-class logistics resources, fast, free delivery options for your products,
and trusted and acclaimed customer service in the local language






All you need to know in these tutorials: What is it? and How does it work?
Find out about the features and benefits.
Calculate your fulfilment costs: Here
Go here if you want to start using Fulfilment by Amazon and learn how to label products and
prepare a shipment to an Amazon Fulfillment Center.
Contact Seller Support if you want us to help you: Here

International selling
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Getting Started: Set up your bank account setting in each country and complete the information about
your company and logo in each marketplace.
Selection: In the "Sell across Europe" section on your Seller Central home page you can observe the
number of products in your catalog that are already translated in each country; if the percentage is less
than 100%, then you have additional sales opportunities in that country. You can download a file with all
the products that you have published in your home marketplace you can post to other European
marketplaces.
How do I connect my products? Click here to access the tool: "Build International Listings" to synchronize
your listings and complete the three sections: Offer Type, Fulfilment method and price settings.
Do you need to translate your products? Translate Your Products into a specified language here.
How do I send my products? Know the advantages of Fulfilment by Amazon for your international sales
or contact your carrier to find out about its international tariffs.
Please remember that your products and listings must comply with all laws and regulations and with
Amazon policies (including your seller agreement, and the category, product and content restrictions). If
you are new to selling internationally, please take a minute to review the international selling policies as
there are important product compliance and regulatory differences between regions. If you have
questions about your products’ compliance or your legal obligations in each region, you can contact one
of our external solution providers.
Performance
It is essential that you maintain good Seller performance metrics (details here) to preserve your selling
privileges on Amazon and ensure good customer service. If any of your metrics deteriorates, contact
proactively with the Department of Performance of the respective country, creating an Plan of action
that follows this structure: i) Ratios impacted, ii) What happened?, iii) Reactive measures, and iv)
Proactive measures. Remember you write in the local language or English.
Emails by country:
ES: performance-vendedor@amazon.es
IT: performance-venditore@amazon.it
DE: verkaeufer-performance@amazon.de
FR: performance-vendeur@amazon.fr
UK: seller-performance@amazon.co.uk
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